We investigate experimentally and via computer simulations the segregation pattern of binary granular mixtures in a vibrated container with bottlenecks. During the vibration the granular motion is more violent at the bottlenecks than at the bellies. Particles with more mobility congregate to the necks, while those with less mobility congregate to the bellies. We use discrete element simulations to reproduce the main characteristics of the experimental observations.
Introduction
Granular materials exhibit many interesting phenomena such as segregation, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] surface waves 7 and convection [8] [9] [10] [11] under vibration. Understanding the behavior of granular systems is a challenging task and has attracted considerable interest. In a cylindrical container, Brazil Nut Phenomenon (BNP), 1 Reversed BNP, 3 radially segregated structure 4 and sandwich structure 6 have shown different granular species and different vibration parameters. Boundary conditions can also affect the segregation pattern. Experiments 1,2 have shown that the sidewall canting can affect the segregation of particles. Their segregation mechanism is based on the assumption that the downward or upward convection channel is too small for big particles to re-enter the bulk. When the particle species' sizes are the same, the segregation mechanism will not work, so that granular mixtures of sand and glass beds with the same size of sand and glass beads will not separate. Researchers also find that the interstitial air effect is important for the segregation pattern. 5 The interstitial air can produce a negative pressure gradient which may induce the RBNP.
In this paper, we report a layered segregation pattern resulted from inhomogeneous convective motion and the difference of particle characteristics (mobility) in a typical container with a series of bottlenecks along the vertical axis. We use discrete element simulation to reproduce the segregation process without considering the interstitial air effect. The mobility B can be determined from a moving particle's velocity v in granular bed under a given driving force F on the particle with v = BF . The mobility is usually a function of both its friction with the surrounding particles and its size (large particles feel the environmental roughness less than the small ones). Recently, the particles' diffusivity and mobility are measured experimentally.
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We have studied various aspects of this phenomenon and in particular, we communicate two previously unreported points: (i) Bottlenecks can promote segregation in granular mixtures for which no segregation occurs in an ordinary cylindrical container; (ii) Particles with more mobility tend to segregate to the necks and those with less mobility will segregate to the bellies.
Experimental Observations
Our experimental setup consists of a three-dimensional glass container with bottlenecks and bellies mounted on a vibrator with adjustable peak acceleration a and frequency f . The container is 30.0 cm high (H), 2.4 cm wide (D b ) at the bellies, 1.2 cm wide (D n ) at the necks, and the vertical length (W ) between two neighboring necks is 4.5 cm. The sketch of apparatus is shown in Fig. 1 . The experiments were performed using two types of granular mixtures. The first was the mixture of d = 0.45 ∼ 1.0 mm glass beads with d = 2.5 ∼ 3.2 mm glass beads. The second was of glass beads and rough sand (almost the same density), both were sieved between meshes of 0.45 and 1.0 mm. The mixtures were prepared by mixing equal volume of each component. We operated the vibrator at different frequencies and peak accelerations. Without losing generality, we will focus on the experiment with f = 25 Hz and a = 30 m/s 2 to describe the segregation process in the following.
As a preliminary work, we firstly vibrated the granular mixtures in an ordinary cylinder. For this case, the vertical vibration of the granular bed led to the formation of a well-defined heap at the center of the upper surface, with particles surging vertically through the center of the heap, from which they rolled down the heap towards the sidewall of the container. And then they re-entered the bulk by the vertical sidewall. The downward channel was wide enough for both types of particles to re-enter the granular bed. Thus no segregation took place and the granular bed remained in a mixing state.
Completely different behavior was observed when we used a container with bottlenecks. For the case, the particles at the necks were moving violently, whereas the motions at the bellies were much calmer. The convective motion at the necks can be described as follows: Particles above the necks moved upward and particles below the necks moved downward near the container sidewall due to the collisional and frictional actions with the wall. Particles would slow down when approaching the neighboring bellies and then immerged into the bulk. This implies that there were counter flows of particles towards the necks at the axis core which could not be directly observed. The cross-sectional flow field is shown in Fig. 2(a) . Close inspection of the motion reveals that the convection rolls spanned for about 1.7cm below and above the necks, in both experiment and simulation. Because of the inhomogeneous convection distribution, the particles would segregate according to the mobility of each species. Compared with big particles, small glass beads felt more of the environmental roughness and were more difficult to move in the bulk. That is, they were easier to be stuck at the bellies, whereas the big ones were more likely to move in the violent convective flow near the necks. After a long run of vibration (about 20 minutes), big particles congregated to the necks, small particles congregated to the bellies, and alternative bands of big and small particles could be easily observed, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . For the mixture of glass beads and sand, sand grains were rougher and more difficult to move in the bulk, so that they were easier to be stuck at the bellies. After a long run of vibration (about 20 minutes), glass beads congregated to the necks, sands congregated to the bellies, and alternative bands of glass beads and sand were observed, as shown in Fig. 2(c) . Repeated experiments for long vibration time (more than 2 hours) showed that these segregation patterns were not transitional but a fully developed state.
Simulation Method and Numerical Results
Because of the difficulty in making non-intrusive measurements in granular flow experiments, computer simulations are often important means to provide some types of flow information. For the simulation we use the two-dimensional soft-particle discrete element method based on the following simplification: Since the container is axially symmetric, and the flow field is also axially symmetric, it is suitable to represent the granular bed in a axial cross-section using a two-dimensional model.
First, we give a brief description of the used collision model. Consider two particles with radii r i and r j and positions − → x i and − → x j . When two particles come into contact, they are allowed to overlap slightly:
If the overlap ∆ is positive, then the two bodies are in contact. The time step of the simulation is chosen so that this overlap does not exceed one percent of a particle diameter. We use linear spring-dashpot contact model to determine the normal force:
where k n and µ n are the normal spring constant and damping coefficient, and δẋ n is the relative velocity of the two bodies. The tangential force is determined using linear spring and frictional slider model. The force is the smaller of the springdisplacement law and the friction force:
where k s is the tangential spring constant, δs is the tangential displacement and µ is the friction coefficient. If the friction force is lower, then it is assumed that the surfaces are slipping against each other. If the spring force is lower, then it is assumed that the two surfaces are "sticking".
Without losing generality, our simulation is a simplified version of the real granular system. The simulated container has only three bottlenecks along the vertical axis and we simulated the mixture of 200 big particles with 2000 small particles. It will be shown in the following that the simulation is effective to reproduce the main characteristics of granular segregation.
In Fig. 2(a) , we plot the cross-sectional flow field of particles near the middle bottleneck. The arrows in the figure indicate the particles' moving direction and speed. One can see that the particles' motion is more violent at the necks than at the bellies. And the convection rolls are clear to see, just as described in Sec. 2.
In Fig. 3 , we show the snapshots of the segregation process of big and small particles produced by simulation results. One can easily see that big particles congregate to the necks, whereas small particles rest at the bellies. The process is in qualitative agreement with the experimental observations. One can also note that the middle neck contains more big particles than the other two necks. This is because the boundary conditions are different for the top and bottom necks. The top neck is close to the belly opening to the air, and the bottom neck is close to the belly with closed bottom. This inhomogeneity of necks' particles is also observed in our experiment.
In Fig. 4 , the volume fraction of big particles is plotted along the vertical axis. One can see that there is three peaks in the profile. The positions of the peaks are corresponding to the three bottlenecks in the simulated tube.
Next we investigate the dependence of segregation on the vibration parameters. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 5 , the phase diagram in the (f, a) space. The phase diagram is classified into two regions. Region I corresponds to the mixing state and region II corresponds to the segregated state.
To understand the crossover of phases, we note the following point: Segregation will not appear if there is no convective motion in our experiment. This is because two conjugated aspects are at work in the container: (1) the mobility of a moving grain; (2) the convective motion in the granular bed. One can find that there is no convective motion in region I both experimentally and via simulation. That is, the particles will stay where they are in the initial packing. On the other hand, when the vibration parameters are set in region II, the particles begin to move in the bulk and the particles' mobility will affect the movement of each species and thus induce the segregation process. So the dividing line between the two phases corresponds to the onset of convective flow in the granular bed. It is important to note here that the onset of convection is more difficult in a bottleneck container than in an ordinary cylindrical one, so that the crossover from region I to region II is a function of not only a but also f . And we note here that the phase diagram is in good agreement with our experiments with different vibration parameters.
Conclusion
In summary, we have investigated the segregation pattern resulted from inhomogeneous convection distribution and the difference of particle mobility in a typical multi-bottleneck container experimentally and via computer simulations. Particles with more mobility congregate to the necks where there were rapid motions, while particles with less mobility congregate to the bellies. We suggest that the reason for the segregation pattern can be attributed to the inhomogeneous granular convection induced by vertical vibration and bottleneck effect, and a selective sticking mechanism by the mobility of granular species. Using the two-dimensional softparticle discrete element model, we reproduce via computer simulations the main characteristics of the segregation process.
The segregation pattern reported here is of practical significance. In real manufacturing processes, the containers or channels are usually not cylindrical at all. They usually have some bottlenecks or turning corners which have a flow field different from that of a cylindrical one, and particle segregation may be triggered at these sites. The segregation mode reported in this paper can be the basis of enhancing or avoiding segregation in some manufactural devices.
